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C++ Sale price. You will save 66% with this offer. Please hurry up!  The Crash Course to Learn C++

Programming and Computer Hacking (c plus plus, C++ for beginners, programming computer,

hacking the system, how to hack, hacking exposed)  C++  The Ultimate Guide to Learn C

Programming (c plus plus, C++ for beginners, programming computer, how to program)  The

evolution that we have seen in technology in the last 10 years, has seen nearly everything that we

interact with on a daily basis be controlled by a computer. As we know, all computers operate using

a programming language most commonly referred to as C++. To many, C++ looks like a type of

language that they will never be able to understand. However, learning C++ is much easier than you

would think. Every process, large or small, are a series of smaller steps which achieve the end

result. When you break down the computer programming language into smaller steps, you will

quickly be able to come to terms with what everything means in no time at all. Through this book,

you will learn the basics that every beginner wanting to learn about C++ should know. Here is a

preview of what you'll learn: How to make our very first C++ program in less than 10 minutes.  What

software can we use to write C++ code.  How to expand our program using variables.  Different

types of operators.  How to make programs that loop.  Solving simple problems using conditions

and pointers.  Computer Hacking The Essential Hacking Guide for Beginners Have you ever wanted

to learn more about hacking? Have you wanted to understand the secrets of the hacking

community, or understand some of the key techniques used by hackers? Have you wondered about

the motivations of hackers, or been intrigued by how people are still targeted by hackers despite the

increasing availability of computer security software? If so, then this book is right for you! Hacking is

the act of gaining unauthorized access to a computer system, and can include viewing or copying

data, or even creating new data. Hacking is more than simply a pastime for those who are

interested in technology, and more than simply an illegal activity used for personal gain and with

malicious intent, although both of these motivations do make up much of hacking activity. In fact,

hacking is its own subculture, and members of the community feel very strongly about their

ideologies, techniques and social relationships in the computer underworld. As digital culture

continues to grow, it seems that both ethical and unethical hacking will become more and more

skilled and its impact evermore significant. This book provides an introduction to the key concepts,

techniques and challenges of hacking and includes the following topics:What is hackingHacking and

the influence of cyberpunkThe different types of hackersThe role of computer securityHacking

techniques Download your copy of "C++" by scrolling up and clicking "Buy Now With 1-Click" button.
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Great bundle! I loved these two books and they were really really great. Programming and in some

sort also hacking is such a big part of todays society and these books made a great job explaining

this. The writing was great and the way the author explains was really something special.

These two books are very useful and interesting. In the first book, and children talk about C ++ - a

great device to date. It contains a lot of features for beginners that is necessary. In the second book

about hackers. Learn how to protect your data from theft. I recommend to everyone.

I got this and the C++ Ultimate Beginners Guide via Kindle as well, which I would recommend

reading it first. Then going into C++ Crash Course gives you to nice quick examples of making



several small C++ programs. I used DevCPP myself to start doing these programs. I made about 10

little programs that show you how to do things like a for loop, an array, etc. These programs are

right in the book there, there were a couple errors such as a missing semi-colon but easy to figure

out. You will have to also do some additional things depending on if your using Windows and what

compiler your using. For example, I did std::cin instead of just cin and used a std::cin.ignore(); and

pause function at end of program (before return 0;) to prevent the program window from closing

right away. But overall a nice quick way to get started in C++, but don't expect to really learn C++

just from this only.

I learned C++ back in college and I needed to relearn it really quickly for an upcoming project. I was

really impressed with this book as opposed to the others I've bought. Unlike the other books, this

one was very in depth and had lots of content. It helped me refresh my memory. This is a lot better

than the C++ reference guides online because it's all sorted and compiled nicely. I just flipped

through the chapter I needed and was completely refreshed.Grabbing this 1-in-1 box set was also

having the chance to read this computer Hacking. It was a bonus knowledge for me. Great and very

informative.

The directions and illustrations are truly clear to guide you regulated through. Prior to that you

should download and introduce the Microsoft Visual Studio which is the principle programming

utilized for C++ programming. It is vital to have a decent handle and comprehension of every one of

these codes or groupings which are the essential pieces of each C++ programs.

As I already know programming language C++, it was interesting for me how the author presents

basic concepts of a little complicated thing in the book. It appeared that this was done with

elegance. Using â€˜step-by-stepâ€™ principle, simple and understandable examples, explanation,

written in natural language, â€“ they will help newbies to learn C++ faster. A second book of this set

is about hacking. No, it doesnâ€™t teach how to break into computer systems (and it is very well). It

explains, what is hacking and who hackers are, how they can gain unauthorized access to one

computer or a network. Readers can use information from the book for building more reliable

computer security system. Naturally, this information is only for beginners, and you need to learn

much more to protect yourself and your digital data.

I have a close friend who is an IT guy. I remember him talking about C+. I thought he was talking



about grades. For me it was not a good score to have a C+ grade. Then, he mentioned about an IT

thing. I honestly did not understand it. I grabbed this book and found something informative for me

even if I am not an IT gal. Looks easy to understand.

While I was searching for some book about computer programs I found this book and I buy it. When

I read it, I know a little more about Java. This book is really interesting for someone who donâ€™t

know a lot about programming languages and in this book are many things shown clearly and what

some stuffs means, but shown in an easy way, but all stuffs that I wanted to know is not shown in

this book. So if you are beginner in this and if you are interested to find out more, read this book.
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